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Numerical Simulations of Tropical C~yclone-()cean Interaction
With a High-Resolution Coupled Model

MORRIS A. BENDER,' ISAAC GINIS,2,3 AND YOSHIO KURIHARA!

The tropical cyclone-ocean interaction was investigated using a high-r(~solution tropical cyclone
ocean coupled model. The model design consisted of the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory tropical cyclone prediction model which was coupled with a multilayer primitive equation
ocean model. Coupling between the hurricane and the ocean models was carried out by passing into
the ocean model the wind stress, heat, and moisture fluxes computed in the !i1urricane model. The new
sea surface temperature (SST) calculated by the ocean moClel was then used in the tropical cyclone
model. A set of idealized numerical experiments were performed in which a tropical cyclone vortex
was embedded in both easterly and westerly basic flows of 2.5, 5, and 7.5 m s -I with a fourth
experiment run with no basic flow specified initially. The pr'ofile of the tan~:ential wind for Hurricane
Gloria at 1200 UTC 22, September 1985 was used as the iruitial condition of the tropical cyclone for
each of the experiments. The model ocean was initially horizontally homog(~nous and quiescent. To
clarify the impact of the ocean response to the hurricane's be:havior, analogous experiments were also
carried out with the SST kept constant (control cases). The experiments indicated that the cooling of
the sea surface induced by the tropical cyclone resulted in a significant impact on the ultimate storm
intensity due to the reduction of total heat flux directed into the tropical cy<:lone above the regions of
decreased SST. The sea surface cooling produced by the tropical cyclones was found to be larger when
the storms moved slower. In the experiments run without an initiaf basic flow, the maximum SST
anomaly was about -5.6°C with a resulting difference in the minimum sea level pressure and maximum
surface winds of 16.4 hPa and -7 m s -I, respectively. In contrast, in the experiments run with the 7.5
m s -I basic flow, the maximum SST anomalies ranged from about 2.6° to 3.0°C with a difference in the

minimum sea level pressure and maximum surface winds of about 7.3 hPa and -2.7 m S-I. The
tropical cyclone-ocean coupling significantly influenced the storm track only for the case with no basic
flow and the 2.5 m s -I easterly flow. In these cases the stonn with the ocean interaction turned more
to the north and east (no basic flow) or the north (2.5 m s -I easterly flow) of the experiments with

constant SST. In the first case, the storm by 72 hours was located over 70 km to the east-southeast of
the control case. A possible explanation for this track deviation is related to a systematic weakening
of the mean tangential flow at all radii of the storm due to thc: interaction with the ocean and resulting
alteration of the beta drift.

.I

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the sea surface temperature (SST) in
the genesis and intensity of tropical cyclones has become
well established. It is known that tropical cyclones usually
develop over waters in which the SST is 26°C or higher. Both
theoretical [e.g., Emanuel, 1986] and numerical models
[e.g., Chang, 1979; Tuleya and Kurihara, 1982] confirm the
sensitivity of storm intensity to the SST in the vicinity of
storms.

The tropical cyclone-ocean system is one with positive
and negative feedbacks. During the genesis and development
stages a positive feedback in the tropical cyclone-ocean
system exists. As the tropical cyclone strengthens, the
evaporation rate grows due to the increase in the surface
wind speed. The enhancement of the moisture supply from
the ocean leads to an increase of the latent heat energy that
drives the circulation of the tropical cyclone. However, as
the storm continues to intensify, the increasing surface wind
stress generates strong turbulent mixing and deepening of
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the ocean mixed layer. This causes significant decreases in
the SST due to entrailnment of the cooler waters from the
thermocline into the mixed layer. The observed SST anom-
alies induced by the tropical cyclone have been observed to
vary from 1°C to 6°C [e.g., Black. 1983]. The cooling of the
sea surface results in reduction in the total heat flux (latent
plus sensible) into the atmosphere leading to a decrease in
storm intensity. This process represents a aegative feedback
mechanism.

A number of numerical simulation studies have been made
in order to understand and to evaluate various aspects of the
ocean response to moving tropical cyclones [e.g.. Chang
and Anthes, 1978; Price, 1981; Ginis and Dikinov, 1989;
Cooper and Thompson. 1989]. In the works of Price [1981]
and Gi,'!is and Dikinov [1989] a realistic ocean response to
Hurricane Eloise (1'~75) and Typhoon Virginia (1978) was
simulated, respectively.

However, numeric:al simulations of tropical cyclone-ocean
interaction have been rather limited. In earlier coupled
experiments perforn1ed by Chang and Anthes [1979] and
Sutyril1 and Khain [11979], an axisymmetric tropical cyclone
model 'was coupled with an upper mixed layer ocean model.
Result!. indicated that over a short period of time the sea
surface cooling did not have a large effect on the tropical
cycloru~'s dynamics. For example during a I-day period of
the intt:grations carried out by Chang and Anthes [1979], the
minimum sea level pressure rose only by 2 hPa. Sutyrin and
Khain [1984] performed a series of numerical experiments
with different speeds of tropical cyclone motion and reported
that thl~ model storm,s responded with about a I-day delay to
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Domain Size

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1. Tropical Cyclone Model Description

Tlhe multiply nested movable mesh (MMM) model de-
scribed by Kurih.2ra and Bender [1980] was used for all of
the i:ime integrations of the tropical cyclone model. Specific
model details have been outlined in previous publications
[e.g., Tuleya h aj'., 1984; Bender et al., 1987]. The model is
a primitive equation model formulated in latitude, longitude,
and u coordinates, with 18 levels in the vertical [i.e.,
Kurihara et al., I~)O, Table I]. The grid system for each of
the triply nested meshes in the present study is summarized
in Table I. The outermost domain ranged from the equator to
55°1-.[ in the meridional direction. The model physics include
cumulus paramete:rization described by Kurihara [1973] with
som,~ additional modifications [Kurihara and Bender, 1980,
Appf:ndix C], a Monin-Obukhov scheme for the surface flux
calculation, and the Mellor and Yamada [1974] level-2
turbulence closur.: scheme for the vertical diffusion, with a
background diffusion coefficient added. Some of the recent
modifications to the model that were reported in section 2.1
of B/~nder et al. [1993] were added as well. In particular, the
Charnock constant which is used in the calculation of the
roughness length has been changed to an updated value of
.018~; [Wu, 1982]. The three-point smoothing operator used
to SIJppress numerical noise was modified to include a
desmoothing operator. The effect of radiative transfer was
not tlreated explicitly. However, the zonal mean temperature
was :idjusted toward its initial value using a Newtonian-type
damping with a :!4-hour damping period. The simulation
capaibility of this model has been well demonstrated in
experiments using real data [e.g., Kurihara et al., 1990].

2.2. Ocean Mod,:,1 Description

The ocean mod(~1 is a primitive equation multilayer strat-
ified model formulated in the spherical coordinate system.
The model was del/eloped from a three-layer reduced gravity
modt:l that is described by Ginis and Dikinov [1989] and
currently includes a free surface and flat bottom. The verti-
cal ocean structur'f: is represented by a surface mixed layer
and a specified number of layers below (seven for the current
set of experiments). The mixed layer is considered as a
turbulent boundar:y layer which exchanges momentum and
heat with the atmosphere at its surface and with the thermo-
cline by entrainment at its base. Normally, the mixed layer is
well mixed due to turbulent mixing and is vertically homo-
geneous in temperature. It is assumed that below the mixed
layer, in the thermocline and deep water, the temperature is
linearly depth dependent within each layer. The interfacial
(tran:;ition) layer with a sharp change of temperature at the
base of the mixed la~{er is modeled by a discontinuity surface

the decrease of the SST, although the weakening of the
storms was larger (i.e., 5-10 hPa), especially for slowly
moving storms. In all of these previous studies the tropical
cyclones were represented by axisymmetric models with
rather coarse resolution.

Ginis et al. [1989] developed a three-dimensional coupled
model by coupling a five-level tropical cyclone model
[Khain, 1988] and a three-layer primitive equation ocean
model [Ginis and Dikinov, 1989]. These integrations were
carried out without a basic environmental flow. The storm
motion was due only to the beta effect. It was shown that the
cooling of the sea surface under the tropical cyclone led not
only to a decrease in its intensity but also to a change in the
speed of the storm motion. According to Khain and Ginis
[1991] the effect of a basic flow was crudely taken into
account by moving the atmosphere grid over the ocean grid
with prescribed velocities. Both the intensity (i.e., 5-7 hPa)
and the motion of the tropical cyclone were affected by the
cooling of the sea surface (i.e., 3.5°-6°C) induced by the
tropical cyclone. They found that the model storm with fixed
SST tended to be displaced to the right, whereas those in the
coupled model tended to be displaced to the left of the
direction of the atmospheric grid motion. They concluded
that such a difference was apparently due to an asymmetry
of the energy supply from the ocean.

Although previous studies based on these simple coupled
tropical cyclone-ocean models indicated that the negative
feedback between the ocean and the tropical cyclone may
indeed be substantial, the details of this interaction have not
been studied thoroughly. More thorough numerical investi-
gation of this problem required the use of a very high
resolution atmosphere-ocean model. Such a model has been
developed at the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab-
oratory.

The main goal of the present study is to explore the effect
of the tropical cyclone-ocean interaction on the surface heat
flux, intensity, and track of tropical cyclones based on
numerical results from the GFDL high-resolution tropical
cyclone-ocean coupled model. Analysis of the results will
also include the dynamical response of the ocean to the
tropical cyclone.

A brief description of the tropical cyclone and ocean
models will be presented in section 2. Verification of the
ocean model with observations will also be presented in this
section. The initial conditions of the tropical cyclone and
ocean models, experimental design, and classification of
experiments will be discussed in section 3. The numerical
results of the ocean response will be presented in section 4
with the results from the tropical cyclone-ocean coupled
model detailed in section 5. A summary of the results and
concluding remarks will be reported in section 6.
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(a velocity and density jump across the mixed layer base).
The vertical turbulent mixing at the mixed layer base is
computed from the scheme formulated by Deardorff[1983].
The horizontal velocity vector is assumed to be independent
of depth within each layer. Since the present numerical
experiments were designed to simulate the effects of tropical
cyclone-ocean interaction in the deep open ocean, the effects
of bottom topography and coastal geography were not
considered. A detailed description of the ocean model and
the numerical methods used for solving the governing equa-
tions are given in the Appendix.

The ocean model used a mesh of constant grid spacing of
1/60 which was equal to the resolution of the finest grid of the
hurricane model. The sizes of the ocean computational
domain varied from one experiment to another depending on
the translational speed of the storm. On the average it
spanned about 350 in the longitudinal direction and about 210
in the latitudinal direction. The time step of the ocean model
for all the experiments was set to 10 min.
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2.3. Ocean Model Verification

The ocean model performance was first tested without
tropical cyclone interaction, using the field observations of
the ocean response to Hurricane Norbert (1984), described
in detail by Sanford et al. [1987]. The data set is unique
because, for the first time, simultaneous measurements of
atmospheric and oceanic parameters were carried out in the
region of direct hurricane forcing. The model integration
began from ()()()() UTC, September 22, 1984, when the storm
was located at l6.5°N, 111.9°W and ended at ()()()() UTC,
September 24, 1984, when the survey took place. The storm
was assumed to move along the Norbert best track without
changing its structure and strength. The translational speed
of the storm was determined from the storm position each 6
hours and is shown in Figure I a. The axisymmetric surface
wind stress profile was obtained based on research flight-
level (1500 m) winds provided by P. G. Black (personal
correspondence), Hurricane Research Division/NOAA. The
computational domain included 100 x 100 grid points with
1/6° grid spacing. Since the Norbert survey region was not
dynamically very active, we assumed that the ocean was
initially homogeneous and quiescent. The SST and the
mixed layer depth were initially set to 28.5°C and 30 m,
respectively, and the temperature jump across the bottom of
the mixed layer was set to 1°C. The temperature profile
specified in the thermocline was typical for the eastern
Pacific. The initial. layer thicknesses below the mixed layer
were set to 45,50,70, 100, 150, and 250 m. In Figures I band
I c the simulated SST deviations and the mixed layer current
field are compared with observations. The largest observed
mixed layer velocities were 1.1 m s -I, while numerical
calculations gave a value of 1.06 m S-I. The model sea
surface cooling was also very close to the observed values
although the simulation indicates that the largest SST de-
crease occurred outside of the survey region where the
storm made a sharp turn toward the north. The simulated
and observed ocean response demonstrated a significant
rightward bias in the current speed, temperature deviation,
and mixed layer depth fields relative to the storm track. This
is in accord with other hurricane observations and models
[e.g., Black, 1983; Chang and Anthes, 1978; Price, 1981].
The asymmetry in the velocity pattern is a result of effective~
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Fig. 11. Ocean model response to Hurricane Norbert valid ()()()()

UTC, September 24, 1984. (0) The observed storm track and the

vectors of the wind stn~ss, The estimated speed of the storm motion

(m S-I) is shown inside the circles. (b) The model-computed sea
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coupling of clockwise rotating wind stress vectors on the
right side of the track and inertially rotating wind-driven
currents. This dynamic field asymmetry introduces asymme-
try in the turbulent mixing (entrainment) which is mainly
responsible for sea surface cooling. The overall comparison
of the model simulations with observations suggests that the
present ocean model is capable of reproducing the main
features of the ocean response to the tropical cyclone
forcing, particularly the observed ocean currents and sea
surface cooling.

3. INITIAL CONDITION AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

3.1. Tropical Cyclone Model Initial Condition

The experiments were designed in order that a tropical
cyclone could move over the ocean in prescribed easterly
and westerly zonal atmospheric flows. The zonal flows had
constant angular velocities which corresponded to zonal
speeds of 7.5, 5.0, and 2.5 m S-I at 18°N (initial latitude of
the tropical cyclone center for each experiment). The zonal
flows (identified as the basic 110ws) were constant with height
and extended throughout the entire depth of the atmosphere.
The environmental condition surrounding Hurricane Gloria
on 1200 UTC, September 22, 1985, served as the initial
environmental condition of the mass and moisture fields for
all of these experiments. Specifically, the basic field of
temperature, relative humidity at each level in the vertical,
and sea level pressure were computed from the NMC T80
global analysis for a region of 5° square surrounding the
observed center position of Hurricane Gloria. The resulting
initial environmental sounding is presented in Figure 2a.

The symmetric vortex was generated from time integra-
tion of an axisymmetric version of the hurricane model,
following the method outlined in section 4a of Kurihara et al.
[1993] and using the tangential wind profile for Gloria on
1200 UTC, September 22, 1985, as input. In their scheme the
tangential wind field is forced during the integration toward
the observed storm tangential wind profile while the mois-
ture, mass, and radial wind profiles are free to develop a
model consistent structure. The obtained symmetric vortex
was then placed onto the basic fields at 18°N. After the
symmetric vortex was added to the basic flow, the mass field
(temperature and sea level pressure) was recomputed
through use of the static initialization method outlined in
section 5 of the above paper.

Fig. 2. (0) The initial vertical profile of the environmental
relative humidity and temperature (OC) used in the atmosphere
model and (b) the initial vertical profile of the temperature (OC) used
in the ocean model for all the experiments presented in this study.
The initial depth of each layer intenace in the ocean model is
indicated by circles.

Accordingly, an initial temperature profile was constructed
for all of our ideallized experiments (Figure 2b) which was
typi,:al for tropical regions of the western North Atlantic.
The SST was set t,o 28.85°C (the approximate average SST
obst:rved before the passage of Hurricane Gloria (1985)
during its deepening stage); the mixed layer thickness was
set to 40 m with a t'~mperaturejump of I.O°C across the base
of the mixed layer. The initial thicknesses of each layer
below the mixed layer were set to 140, 100, 100, 100, 150,
and 220 m.3.2. Ocean Model Initial Condition

In all of the experiments the ocean was initially assumed
to be horizontally homogeneous and quiescent. Hence the
initial velocity fields were set to zero within all model layers.
The observed data collected by Black [1983] was used to
specify the vertical thermal structure. A wide range of
stratifications occur within the different ocean basins. How-
ever, there is a similarity for most of the observed cases in
the western North Atlantic, Caribbean, Saragasso Sea, Gulf
of Mexico, and the eastern North Pacific. In particular, the
majority of temperature profiles in these regions before
passage of tropical cyclones are characterized by a shallow
(near 40 m) and warm (about 28°C) mixed layer and steep
temperature gradients in the seasonal thermocline. Thus a
particular prestorm profile might be representative of the
typical ocean structure before a tropical cyclone passage.

3.3. Experimental Design and Summary of Experiments

B,oth the outer domain of the tropical cyclone model and
the '~ntire domain of the ocean model were fixed throughout
the integrations, while the inner meshes of the tropical
cyclone model mo1ted with the storm center.

Title method of clDupling between the tropical cyclone and
the ocean models was performed as follows: During the
period of one ocean model time step, the tropical cyclone
modiel was integra1:ed keeping the SST constant. The wind
stre:,s, heat, and !1rloisture fluxes computed in the tropical
cyclone model wt:r,e passed into the ocean model. The ocean
moclel was then integrated one step and a new SST was
calculated. The ne'N SST was then used in the ensuing time
steps of the tropi<;a.l cyclone model. The transfer of the wind
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stress, heat, and moisture fluxes from the tropical cyclone
model to the fixed grid system of the ocean model as well as
the transfer of the SST field from the ocean to the tropical
cyclone model were accomplished through bilinear interpo-
lation.

The interaction of the tropical cyclone with the ocean was
included from the beginning of the integrations in the pri-
mary experiments. In addition, two supplementary experi-
ments were carried out as well. In the first supplementary
experiment no basic flow was included. Thus the storm was
motionless at the beginning of the integration and the storm
motion developed as the beta gyre (the dipolar vorticity
caused by the advection of planetary vorticity) evolved. In
the second supplemental experiment the interaction with the
ocean was introduced after integration of the tropical cy-
clone model with constant SST for 24 hours. Finally, to
clarify the impact of the ocean response onto the storm's
behavior, analogous experiments were carried out with the
SST kept constant (control experiments without coupling).
A summary of all the experiments is included in Table 2. All
of the integrations presented in this study were extended to
72 hours.

~

~-~-~~~-j
i'2h

4. OCEAN RESPONSE IN THE TROPICAL CYCLONE-OCEAN

COUPLED MODEL

The primary issue in the present study is the feedback
effect on the tropical cyclone produced by the cooling of the
SST. In general, the changes in the SST are strongly
dependent on the currents in the upper part of the ocean.
Therefore the discussion will begin with essential features of
the dynamical response of the ocean to the tropical cyclones.

The model currents in the mixed layer at 72 hours are
presented in Figure 3a for the experiment with 5 m s-(
easterly basic flow. In the front of the tropical cyclone the
cyclonically rotating wind stress generated mixed layer
currents which were oriented in nearly the same direction as
the wind stress. However, the current pattern became sig-
nificantly asymmetric behind the tropical cyclone. This
asymmetry, first identified by Chang and Anthes [1978]
occurred because the clockwise inertially rotating flow was
effectively accelerated on the right side and decelerated on

Fig. 3. The current velocities in (a) the mixed layer and (b) the
uppermost thermocline la,yer at 72 hours for the integration with 5 m
s-\ easterly basic fto~'. The region shown is for a portion of the
ocean domain with the tick marks drawn at" 10 intervals. The
hurricane center positiOI1! at 72 hours is indicated by the hurricane
symbol with the storm track indicated by the solid line.

TABLE 2. Summary of the Numerical Experiments

Magnitude of
Basic Flow,

m S-I

Direction of
Basic Flow

Experiment
Description

Easterly
Easterly
Easterly
Easterly
Easterly
Easterly
Westerly
Westerly
Westerly
Westerly
Westerly
Westerly

No basic flow
No basic flow
Easterly

the left side due to the rotation of the wind stress vectors
producl~d by the moving tropical cyclone. The resulting
mixed layer flow mal(es an important contribution to the
horizorltal transport process. In addition, it can induce
turbulent mixing at the mixed layer base through the shear
instability, causing 1:he entrainment of thermocline water.
This process, as disl::ussed below, is very important in the
changes of the temperature and the thickness of the mixed
layer. ,\.nother important feature of the mixed layer flow is
that it tends to be divergent when the speed of the inertia-
gravity waves (1-2 m s-l) is smaller than the hurricane
translational speed [G;eisler, 1970]. The mixed layer diver-
gence J~enerated vel1ical motion that extended downward
into thc~ thermocline (Figure 4a).

The vertical motion induced by the tropical cyclone con-
sists of two distinct components: the steady upwelling that
resultelj from the Ekman pumping forced by the wind stress

2.5 coupled
2.5 noncoupled
5.0 coupled
5.0 noncoupled
7.5 coupled
7.5 noncoupled
2.5 coupled
2.5 noncoupled
5.0 coupled
5.0 noncoupled
7.5 coupled
7.5 non coupled

Supplemental Experiments
none coupled
none noncoupled
5.0 coupled after 24 hours
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Fig. 4. (0) The 72-hour displacement (meters) of the 18.8°C
isotherm (located at the bottom of the second ocean model layer)
from its initial position (dashed contours correspond to upward
motion) and (b) the 72-hour mixed layer deepening (meters) for the
coupled experiment with the 5 m s -I easterly basic flow. The region

shown is for a portion of the ocean domain with the tick marks
drawn at 10 intervals. The hurricane center position at 72 hours is
indicated by the hurricane symbol with the storm track indicated by
the solid line.

components parallel to the storm track and near-inertial
frequency oscillations characterized by a pattern of cells of
upwelling and downwelling behind the storm. In Figure 4a,
only the upwelling phase of these cells is observed with
maximum displacement of the 18.80 isotherm located about
350 km behind the storm center. The arrowhead shape of the
band of compensating downwelling indicates that horizontal
dispersion of inertia-gravity waves was taking place after the
storm passage.

The thermocline current pattern at 72 hours (Figure 3b)
showed an entirely different pattern from the mixed layer
currents, indicating that the dynamics of the two currents
were considerably different. This fact is important in deter-
mining the shear instability across the mixed layer base, the
primary source of turbulent mixing which leads to the SST

decrease. While the mixed layer currents were a result of
wind stress effects" the thermocline currents were gradient
cun.ents induced by the pressure gradients produced from
the mixed layer ,divergence. In the present deep ocean
simulations, the c:urrents in the thermocline primarily devel-
oped far from the tropical cyclone center. This feature is in
accord with recent observations taken after the passage of
Hurricane Gay [Church et al., 1989] and a model study by
Price [1983].

The strong mixed layer depth deepening underneath the
storm (Figure 4b) was a consequence of both the vertical
adv'~ction (downwelling) and the entrainment of the thermo-
cliru~ water. The maximum deepening, located about 180 km
to the east of the storm center, slightly exceeded 80 m. This
is somewhat larger than reported in other previous numerical
[e.g, Price, 1981] and observational studies [e.g., Sanford et
al., 1987] of the ocean response to tropical cyclones. How-
ever, the tropical cyclone in this experiment was quite
intense with maximum wind stresses ranging from 5.5 to 5.8
N m -2 during the: integration period. The rightward bias of

the mixed layer deepening is in good agreement with previ-
ous numerical studies and is well correlated with the right-
ward bias in the mixed layer currents. This suggests that
curr,~nt shear instability is the principal mechanism produc-
ing the mixed layer turbulence after the initial stage of the
tropical cyclone forcing. Well behind the storm the mixed
layer deepening is substantially reduced due to weakening of
the turbulent mixing and the intensifying of the upwelling.

The SST anomaliies produced by the tropical cyclone are
shov/n at 72 hour:\ (Figure 5) for two of the numerical
experiments. In both cases a pronounced rightward bias
exists in the sea surface cooling with respect to the storm
trac~:. This asymmt:try is correlated with the asymmetry in
the rnixed layer currents (Figure 3a) and mixed layer deep-
ening (Figure 4b).. and again suggests that the entrainment
was the major caus;e of the SST cooling. Indeed, Figure 6
sho"'s that in the present model the maximum heat flux due
to the entrainment ;It the mixed layer base at 72 hours was
about 30 times larg'~r than the maximum total surface heat
fluxes (latent plus sensible). However, it should be noted
that I:he surface heat fluxes could make a substantial contri-
bution to turbulent Imixing through convective mechanisms.
This mechanism might become important in the front and left
quadrants of the storm where the wind-driven currents are
relatively weak.

In both cases in Figure 5 the region of maximum SST
anomalies was located well behind the storm center. Directly
underneath the storm center the SST decrease varied from
about 1.50 to about 3°C for the two experiments. This
location of the maximum sea surface cooling was mainly due
to thl: fact that the tlLlrbulent mixing and entrainment contin-
ued v..ell after passage of the storm since the shear instability
of th.~ inertial currents was maintained and the shear could
be enhanced by development of gradient currents below the
mixe.d layer. The position of maximum SST decrease was
different from that of the maximum mixed layer deepening
because the vertical advection had little influence on the SST

chanl~e.
Firlally, it is important to mention that the SST response

was quite sensitive to the basic flow speed. With no basic
flow the sea surface cooling (Figure 5, bottom) was much
stronger and more extensive than the experiment with the 5
m s -( easterly basic flow (Figure 5, top). The extension of
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the area of cooling due to the slower-moving tropical cyclone
was a result of the increased amount of time that the wind
stress was able to act on a fixed ocean point. This lead to
intensification of the drift currents and, as a consequence, to
an increase of the velocity shear at the base of the mixed
layer. Therefore even a relatively weak surface wind at the
storm periphery could generate turbulent mixing sufficient
for entrainment, resulting in a larger area with decreased
SST. The magnitude of the SST response for the different
basic flows will be addressed in greater detail in section 5.

HEAT FLUXES

5. TROPICAL CYCLONE RESPONSE TO AIR-SEA INTERACTION

In this section the effect of the ocean coupling on the
surface heat flux, storm intensity, and motion will be evalu-

SST ANOMALIES (O()

ENTRAINMENT HEAT FLUX
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Fig. 6. The distribution of th~ total surface heat ftux (kW m -2)
(positive value directed dlownward into the ocean) and entrainment
heat ftux at the bottom 01: the ocean mixed layer at 72 hours for the
coupled experiment with the 5 m s -] easterly basic ftow. The area

shown i!; for the region of the ocean grid covered by the innermost
nest of the hurricane l1r1odel. The tick marks are drawn at I.
intervals. The hurricane center at 72 hours is indicated by the
hurricane symbol.
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Fig. 5. The SST anomalies (OC) and wind vectors of the low-
level (u = 0.995) wind at 72 hours for the coupled experiments with
the 5 m s -I easterly basic flow (top) and no basic flow (bottom). The
area shown is for the region of the innermost nest, with the tick
marks drawn at 10 intervals. The regions with anomalies larger than
20 and 50 are indicated with different shading. The hurricane center
at 72 hours is indicated by the hurricane symbol with the storm track
indicated by the solid line.

ated. M[ost of the di~;cussion will concentrate on the exper-
iments run with the ~:asterly basic flows, which are more
typical for storms ~Ihlich occur over the western Atlantic
basin in the deep tropics.

5.1. Changes in Surj'ace Heat Flux

As previously meJ1ltioned, all experiments were integrated
to 72 hours. The c'Doling of the sea surface in Figure 5
produc,~d a significaJ1lt reduction of total heat flux (latent plus
sensib14~) into the hurricane (Figure 7). For example, with the
5 m s -( easterly basic flow the maximum total heat flux

averag~:d for the entire integration period decreased from
1.25 kVv m -2 in the c;ontrol experiment to about 0.9 kW m-2

in the coupled expel:iment. In the latter integration the
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Sm/s EASTERLY BASIC FLOW
TOTAL HEAT FLUX

basic flow. For both cases the asymmetry in the reduction of
heal: flux is evident. Over the cold wake the reduction was
con:.iderable and was greater for the slower-moving storm
where the ocean response was larger. For the experiment
with no basic flow the region of SST anomalies greater than
20 (s,tippled area in Figure 5) extended over the central area
of the storm resulting in a decrease of the total heat flux of
over 1.0 kW m -2 in the eye wall region of the storm where

the heat flux ma~:imum was located. For these two sets of
expt:riments the value of the maximum total heat flux
decreased nearly 31)% and 60%, respectively.

In accordance with the reduction of the total heat flux the
total storm precipitation accumulated relative to the moving
stonn significantly decreased (Figure 9) for both sets of

DECREASE OF HEAT FLUXES
DUE TO OCEAN COUPLING

Fig. 7. The distribution of the total surface heat flux (kW m -2)
(positive value directed upward into the atmosphere) averaged for
the entire 72 hours of the integration and computed relative to the
moving storm for the experiments run both with (top) and without
(bottom) ocean coupling. The area shown is for the region of the
innermost nest. with the tick marks drawn at (0 intervals. The
hurricane center position is indicated by the hurricane symbol.

pronounced asymmetry in the distribution of this quantity is
very evident with the heat flux greatly reduced in the regions
above the cold wake. The primary contribution to the
decrease in the total heat flux in these two experiments was
the reduction in the latent heat flux. When averaged over the
entire region in Figure 7 (nest 3) the latent heat flux de-
creased from 0.22 to 0.17 kW m-2. Likewise, the value of
the average sensible heat flux for the control and the coupled
experiment in this region changed from -0.0058 to -0.011
kW m -2 as more sensible heat was transported from the

atmosphere into the area of the reduced SST.
The decrease of the total heat flux due to the ocean

coupling can be seen clearly in Figure 8 for the set of
experiments with the 5 m s -I easterly basic flow and no
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DECREASE OF PRECIPITATION
DUE TO OCEAN COUPLING

NO BASIC FLOW
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(maximum decrease of over 120 cm) and between 5 and 20%
(maximum less than 60 cm) north of the storm.

Another feature produced by the decrease of the heat flux
due to the ocean coupling is seen in the horizontal (Figure
10) and the vertical (Plate I) distributions of the equivalent
potential temperature. In the regions over the cold wake
underneath and to the east of the storm center the equivalent
potential temperaturl~ in the lower boundary layer decreased
by about 2° to 6° (I1iJ~ure lOG) relative to the noncoupled
experil1llent. Although the area of the cold wake was rather
narrow (Figure 5), the effect on the equivalent potential
temperature spread over a large region east and north of the
storm .;enter (Figur.~ 10). The decrease of the equivalent
potential temperature was generally much smaller in the
region west and soulth of the storm. Apparently, the neces-
sary ht:at energy to drive the storm was provided by the
warm moist air from this region. However, the equivalent
potential temperature at the storm center was significantly
less th.Ln the value atltained in the noncoupled experiment.
Therefore as seen in both Figure 10 and Plate I, the gradient
of the equivalent pctt~:ntial temperature in the center area
was colilsiderably wealk.ened with the ocean coupling, partic-
ularly in the lower boundary layer. The difference of the
equivalent potential tt:mperature between the storm center
and the outer storm periphery (-450 km), calculated in the
lowest 500 m of the boundary layer and averaged for aU four
sides of the storm, de:creased from 16° to 12° due to the ocean
coupling. These values correlated reasonably well with the
averag(: sea level pressure difference of about 70 and 55 hPa,
respectively (measu]~ed between the storm center and the
outer storm periphe:r:'f) , for the noncoupled and coupled
experiments.

From Plate I it is (;II~arly seen that the resulting reduction
in the moist static ,~nergy in the boundary layer directly
affected the warm corl: temperature. The upper level equiv-
alent p<>tential tempe:r;lture was lowered nearly 4° compared
to the noncoupled case. In comparison, for the experiment
with no basic flow (figure not shown) the decrease exceeded
7°. Tht: decrease with height of the equivalent potential
temper;lture obser.vt:d within the model eye between the
boundary layer and th,e 4-km level in both the coupled and
the noncoupled experiments may have been related to
subsidence and hori:~{)ntal mixing of the air within the eye
region I:e.g., Kurihara and Bender, 1982].

'--

'"

~) Cl
1 ~ ~ I I~ I

Fig. 9. The decrease in the total storm precipitation (centime-
ters) between the coupled and the noncoupled experiments. accu-
mulated relative to the moving storm for the entire 72 hours of the
integration for both the 5 m s -I easterly basic flow (top) and the no

basic flow (bottom) experiments. The region shown is for the center
portion of the innermost nest with the tick marks drawn at 10
intervals. The hurricane center position is indicated by the hurricane
symbol.

coupled experiments. The large decrease was located in the
eye wall region with the position of the maximum decrease in
precipitation appearing to be biased toward the quadrant of
the storm where the largest decrease in heat flux occurred.
For example, for the integrations with the 5 m s -I easterly

basic flow, the precipitation was reduced between 10 and
20% (maximum decrease of about 60 cm) on the eastern side
of the storm center over the cold wake in contrast to only 5
to 10% (maximum decrease of about 20 cm) on the western
side where the reduction of heat fluxes due to the ocean
coupling was much smaller. For the set of experiments with
no basic flow the reduction of precipitation in the eye wall
region south of the storm center ranged between 20 and 50%

5.2. Changes in Storm Intensity

The impact of the IJ<:ean coupling on the storm intensity is
demoru;trated in the time series of minimum sea level pres-
sure (Figure II) and maximum low level winds (Figure 12)
for each of the cases \\Iith the easterly basic flow. During the
first 12 hours, as the storm was undergoing rapid strength-
ening, the effect on storm intensification was relatively
small. However, after 12 hours without ocean interaction the
storms continued to ralpidly intensify, especially in the cases
with w'~aker basic flo1Ns. In contrast, for all of the coupled
experin:tents the inten5,ification rate began to level off after 12
hours. In the experim,ents with the faster basic flows (5 and
7.5 m s -I) the impa<:t of the ocean interaction on storm
intensity remained small until around 30 and 36 hours,
respectively. Beyond this time the storm intensity increased
only slightly in the clJupled experiments, while significant
storm intensification (about 15 hPa deepening and 6 m s-1
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Fig. 10. Distribution at 72 hours of the model level 17 (0" = 0.98)
equivalent potential temperature (OK) for the 5 m s -I basic flow

experiments run (a) with and (b) without ocean coupling as well as
(c) the decrease of the equivalent potential temperature between the
coupled and the noncoupled experiments. The contour interval is 2°,
with values less than 352° and 3500 in Figures lOa and lOb and
values greater than 0° and 2° in Figure lOco indicated by lighter and
thicker shading, respectively. See Figure 6 for more details.

increase of the low-level winds) occurred during the remain-
ing 36 hours of tl1(: noncoupled integrations.

The time series of the maximum SST decrease are pre-
sented in Figure 13. Comparison of Figures II, 12, and 13
indicate that the greatest intensity differences between the
coujpled and the non coupled models occurred in the experi-
me[lts with the weaker basic flows where the greatest
decrease of the SST occurred and the decrease of heat flux
(Figure 8) was greatest. For example, at 72 hours the
maximum SST cooling was 5.9°C for the no basic flow case
and about 3.5°C for the 5 m S-I easterly flow. The differ-
enct:s from the clDntrol experiments at 72 hours in the
minimum sea level pressure and maximum surface winds for
the former case was about 20 hPa and -8 m s -I compared to
14 hPa and -5 m s -I for the latter. This result was consistent

with other earlier numerical studies performed with a much
simpler experimenltal design [e.g., Khain and Ginis, 1991;
Sutyrin and Khain, 1984].

The average di~erences in minimum sea level pressure,
maximum low-level wind, and maximum SST cooling are
summarized in Tab1e 3, calculated for the final 48 hours of
the integrations for all sets of experiments performed. The
average translational speed for each storm during this period
is al!;o included in the second column. The storms embedded
in the westerly b:is;ic flows moved slower than those with
corrc:sponding easterly flow since the basic flow in these
case:, was oriented in a direction almost opposite to the flow
due to the beta gyre. For example, the average storm
trans,Jational speed during this period was 6.1 m s -I for the
stOrl1l1 embedded in the 5 m s -I easterly basic flow and 4.2 m
s -I tor the storm in the 5 m s -I westerly basic flow. This

resulted in larger sea surface cooling with the storms moving
in thc~ westerly ba~;ic; now and a greater decrease in intensity
for these cases. A strong correlation was found between the
maximum sea sulf:ice cooling and the changes in storm
intensity for the cases with both the easterly and the west-
erly moving storms. A conclusion can now be made from
these results that the faster-moving storms produced a
progressively smaller SST response and smaller reduction in
tropic;al cyclone strength measured by both the minimum sea
level pressure and the maximum low-level winds.

Examples of observed maximum sea surface cooling for
tropi(:al cyclones in various regions are summarized in Table
4. All of these storms were of either moderate or strong
hurri,;ane intensity, similar to the storms in our experiments.
The observed maximum cooling varied from 1° to 6° in good
agreement with the model results. The observations were
grouped according to slow (less than 4 m s -I), medium
(bet~een 4 and 8. m S-I), and fast (greater than 8 m S-I)
translational speeds. This yielded average cooling for the
three groups of 5.3°, 3.5°, and 1.8°, respectively. For our
numerical experimell1ts the same grouping of storm motion
yield(:d values of 4.8°, 3.3°, and 2.6°. Although these ob-
served ocean responses were probably sensitive to the
specific vertical profiles of the ocean stratification, this data
set clearly showed that the magnitude of the simulated sea
surfa(:e cooling was reasonable and that the obtained rela-
tionship between the sea surface cooling and the storm
motion for the numerical simulations was similar to that
found in the observational data.

It should be pointed out that in the noncoupled experi-
ment!; with easterly now, the storms progressively became
more intense with the smaller basic flows (Figures II and
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Plate I. East-west cross section through the storm center of the equivalent pot'~l:ltial temperature rK) at 72 hours
for the 5 m s -I basic flow experiments run with (top) and without (bottom) ocean c:oupling. The contour interval is 5°

with no additional contours drawn for the area of equivalent potenti~J temperature ~Ibove 365°. The vertical coordinate
is the square root of height in meters. (See Figure II of Bender et a/. [1985] for mor(: details of this coordinate system).
The arrows plotted at each grid point are the wind vectors.
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the final 12 hours ,of the integrations varied by only about 3
hPa between the no basic flow (958 hPa) and the 7.5 m S-I
(955 hPa) basic flow experiments. Analysis of the kinetic
ener!:y budgets for the noncoupled experiments indicated
that 'Nithout the basic flow the divergence of kinetic energy
away from the storm region remained very small in the

12). Hence the differences in the reduction in intensity
shown in Table 3 between the faster-moving and the slow-
moving storms with easterly basic flow were primarily a
result of differences in storm strength between the noncou-
pled control experiments. With the coupling included, the
average difference in the minimum sea level pressure during
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Khain, 1984] the model tropical cyclones responded with
about a I-day delay to the decrease of the SST. However, as
mentioned before, tht~se earlier experiments were carried
out with both a simp'lified experimental design and a coarse
grid resolution (e.g., 40 and 60 km). Also, the intensity of the
tropical cyclones [e"g., Khain and Ginis, 1991, 1000 hPa]
was coDsiderably we:aker at the time the ocean-coupling
began. To test the rt:sponse of a mature tropical cyclone to
the effect of the ocean coupling, a supplemental experiment
was performed for tilt: 5 m s -I easterly flow case in which

the oce:an coupling l:>t:gan at 24 hours (Figure 14). By this
time the minimum sl~a level pressure of the storm had
droppeld to 955 hPa. As seen in Figure 14 (bottom) the ocean
immediately began to respond to the effect of the tropical
cyclont: as the SST in the eye wall region began to rapidly
decrea!:e. Within I:~ hours the maximum SST anomaly
reached the same vall:le as the original coupled experiment.
Likewise, (Figure 14, top) ~he tropical cyclone also began to
immediately respond to the ocean coupling with a rise in the
minimum sea level pressure. The minimum sea level pres-
sure of the tropical c:v(:lone reached nearly an identical value
as the original coupled experiment 12 hours after the cou-
pling of the two modlels began. Both storms remained at
nearly the same intensity for the duration of the integrations.
This clearly demonstlrates that for these idealized experi-
ments in which other environmental effects such as vertical
wind shear were ab:;ent, the final equilibrium states of the
tropical cyclones werc: primarily determined by the SST.

Finally, it should also be noted that even in the experiment
performed without th,e basic flow and ocean coupling, the
minimulm sea level pressure (939 hPa) obtained by the model
tropical cyclone was somewhat higher ~han the potential
minimulm computed from either the initial (Figure 2a) or the
48-hour environmenta.1 sounding of the matured storm (928
or 914 hPa, respectivt:ly) using the formulation of Emanuel
[1988]. Probably, the finest resolution used in the present
experirrtents was still not sufficient to adequately resolve the
structure of the eye ~:>r eyewall which may have reduced the
model storm intensit:y. Also, the treatment of convection and
radiation could havc: influenced the storm intensity in the
numerical model.

~
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~
~
~

~

Fig. 13. Time series of maximum SST decrease (OC) during the
72-hour coupled integrations for the three cases with the easterly
basic flow and the case with no initial basic flow.

middle atmosphere (between the 850- and the 250-hPa level).
However, in the presence of easterly basic flow (both with
and without coupling) a divergence of kinetic energy took
place between the 900- and the 800-hPa levels and also
between the 500- and the 200-hPa levels. This effect may
have contributed to this systematic decrease in the storm
intensity in these noncoupled experiments with the inclusion
of the basic flows. However, the relationship between storm
intensity and environmental flow is not fully understood.
Indeed, for the noncoupled integrations with westerly basic
flow a similar correlation was not evident between storm
intensity and magnitude of the basic flow. Once the ocean
coupling was included, the slower-moving storms in these
integrations became considerably weaker than those embed-
ded in the stronger westerly flows. The minimum sea level
pressure at 72 hours was about 8 hPa higher in the no basic
flow experiment compared with the 7.5 m s -1 westerly flow

experiment.
In previous numerical experiments with hurricane-ocean

coupled models [e.g., Khain and Ginis, 1991; Sutyrin and

Differences Between the Coupled and the Nol1coupled Models Averaged for the Final
48 hours of the Integrations Presented in This Study

TABLE 3.

Coupled-Noncoulpled

-7.0 -5.61.7

-6.7
-4.8
-2.6

-4.6
-3.7
-3.0

2.5
5.0
7.5

2.2
4.2
6.6

No Basic Flow
16.4

Westerly Flow
15.6
12.0
7.0

Easterly Flow
11.8
9.7
7.7

-5.0
-3.7
-2.8

-4.1
-3.2
-2.6

3.8
6.1
8.3

2.5
5.0
7.5

The average translational speed for each storm is also included in column 2. SST, sea surface

temperature.
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TABLE 4. Maximum Sea Surface Cooling Observed After the Passag,: of 16 Tropical Cyclones
(of Moderate or Strong Intensity) in Various Regions

Tropical
Cyclone Stonn

Name, Year

Storm
Motion,

-Ims

Maximum

Cooling,
.CRegion Reference

Virginia, 1978
Ella, 1978
Hilda, 1964
Carla, 1961
Average

1.5
2.0
3.0
3.0
2.4

Joan, 1970
Norbert (1984)
Tess (1975)
Harvey (1981)
Gay (1985)
Gilbert (1988)
Gloria (1985)

4.0
4.3
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.5
6.8

Slol\'.Moving Storms (Less Than 4 m s-/)
western North Pacific 6.0 Pudov [1980]
western Atlantic 4.5 Black [1983]
Gulf of Mexico 6.0 Leipper [1%7]
Gulf of Mexico 4.8 Stevenson and Armstrong [1965]

5.3

Medium-Moving Storms (Betl\'e.!n 4 and 8 m s -})
South China Sea 4.0 Ramage et al. [1974]
eastern North Pacific 2.2 Sanford et al. [1987]
western North Pacific 4.0 Pudov et al. [1978]
Sargasso Sea 3.5 S/ramma et al. [1986]
western North Pacific 2.0 ChurcJI et al. [1989]
Gulf of Mexico 4.0 Shay et al. [1991]
western North 5.0 Cornillon et al. [1987]

Atlantic
5.7Average

Eloise (1975)
Phyllis (1975)
Shirley (1965)
Belle (1976)
Ida (1958)
Average

9.0
10.0
13.0
13.0
15.0
12.0

3.5

Fast-Moving Storms (Greater Than 8 m s-lj
Gulf of Mexico 2.5 John,ro'n and Withee [1978]
western North Pacific 2.0 Schramm [1979]
Japan east coast 2.5 Wrig,~t [1969]
West Atlantic 1.0 Johnson and Speer [1978]
western North Pacific 1.0 Ogat,~ [1960]

1.8

The storms are grouped according to their translational speed

current. Differences in storm motiQn presented in these
results and those obtained by Khain and Ginis [1991] prob-
ably resulted from differences in the impact of the coupling
on thc: beta gyre between the two sets of experiments, due to
the different experimlental design and grid resolution. For the
experiments with the 7.5 and 5 m s -I basic flow where no

signifi,cant track deflection occurred, the decrease of the
wind5, in the outer radius was less than 1 m s -I.

It i:; interesting to note in Figure 16 that in the 7.5 m S-I
easterly basic flow experiment there was a tendency for the
storm with the OCea111 interaction to move slightly faster than
the noncoupled case. A similar response occurred in the 7.5
m s -1 westerly ba:;i.: flow experiment. One possible mech-

anism that may be responsible for this slight increase of
forward speed was the large reduction of precipitation that
occurred to the rear of the storm shown in Figure 9. This
asymmetric decreas,e of precipitation on one side of the
storm may have introduced a slight shift in the surface
pressllre minimum toward the region of stronger condensa-
tional heating which in both of these experiments was
located in front of the storm.

5.3. Changes in Storm Track

To evaluate the effect of the tropical cyclone-ocean cou-
pling on the storm motion. the storm tracks were analyzed
for each set of experiments. Figure 15 shows the storm
tracks in the experiments with both easterly and westerly
basic flows of 2.5 m s -I. A small effect on the storm track
was introduced by the ocean coupling particularly with the
easterly basic flow. After 36 hours the storm turned slightly
more to the north and was located about 45 km to the north
of the noncoupled experiment by 72 hours. For the storms
with the 5 and 7.5 m s -) easterly and westerly flows the

difference in the storm tracks remained extremely small
throughout the entire integration. An example is shown in
Figure 16 (bottom) for the 7.5 m s -) easterly basic flow. It is

also evident that the largest impact on the storm track
occurred with no basic flow (Figure 16. top). In this exper-
iment the storm with the ocean interaction gradually turned
more to the north and to the east by the end of the second
day of the integration and was located over 70 km to the
east-southeast of the noncoupled experiment by 72 hours. A
possible explanation for this track deviation is related to a
systematic weakening of the circular averaged tangential
flow at all radii of the storm induced by the interaction with
the ocean (Figure 17). This effect was greatest in the exper-
iments with no basic flow where decreases of nearly 2 m S-I
in the winds in the outer radii of the storm were found.
Although these differences were relatively small, they were
probably sufficient to have altered the orientation of the beta
gyre and thus affected the beta drift. Fiorino and Elsberry
[1989] found that differences of about 2 m s -) in the

tangential wind profiles in the 300- to 700-km radius of an
idealized vortex resulted in similar changes in storm track in
a nondivergent. barotropic numerical model with no basic

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The effect oftropic:al cyclone-ocean interaction was inves-
tigated with a high-resolution tropical cyclone-ocean cou-
pled l1r1odel. The moljel was formed by coupling the GFDL
18-level movable-mesh tropical cyclone prediction model
with an 8-layer primitive equation ocean model. The resolu-
tion 01[ the inner nest of the atmospheric model as well as the
uniform resolution of the ocean model was 1/6°. Thus the
vertic;ill and horizontal resolutions of the coupled model
were (;onsiderably finer than those used by previous numer-
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ical models that have investigated the interaction of the
tropical cyclone-ocean system. In the present experiments
the hurricane was embedded in easterly and westerly envi-
ronmental flows of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 m s -I. For comparison,
similar experiments were carried out without coupling (con-
trol cases). The initial tangential wind profile of the tropical
cyclone used was similar to the observed profile for Hurri-
cane Gloria just after it was first upgraded to a hurricane. A
supplemental experiment was also performed in which no
basic flow was included, and hence the tropical cyclone
movement was due entirely to the beta effect. This supple-
mental integration was designed to simulate those situations
where tropical cyclones are embedded in weak steering
flows.

The numerical results demonstrated that the ocean cou-
pling produced a significant cooling of the sea surface,
decrease of the total heat flux directed into the hurricane
from the ocean, and hence reduction in hurricane intensity.
The storm weakening was consistently greater for the slower
moving storms where the SST decrease was larger. A
general conclusion from both the easterly and the westerly
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Fig. 15. The 72-hour storm tracks for the experiments with the
2.5 m s -I easterly basic flow (top) and the 2.5 m s -I westerly flow

(bottom) run with (solid curve) and without (dashed curve) hurri-
cane-ocean coupling. Tlhe storm positions at 6-hour intervals are
indicated by circles (with coupling) or by triangles (without cou-
pling).
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basic flow experim,ents is that the slower-moving storms
produced a progressively larger SST response and greater
decrease of the total heat flux and hence a greater reduction
in the tropical cy(:lone strength measured by both the
minimum sea level pressure and the maximum low-level
winds. These results were summarized in Table 3 for all of
the exl~eriments in this study.

The storm with the 5 m s -I easterly basic flow experiment
moved at about 6.1 m s -I in a west-northwest direction,

which is a typical translational speed for tropical cyclones in
the deep tropics. Hence the maximum 3.2°C cooling pro-
duced in this experiment, which was confined to a relatively
narrovi area (about 2/30 wide) just to the right of the storm
track, may be considered a reasonable value for typical
real-data cases and ag;reed well with observations. However.
the actual ocean resl~onse is very sensitive to the specific
vertical structure of the ocean, including the mixed layer
depth. Therefore thle magnitude of the ocean response can
exhibit considerablt: variation from one location to another.

In a supplemental experiment the interaction with the
ocean was introduce,d after integrating the tropical cyclone
model with constant SST for 24 hours. By that time the
tropic;~1 cyclone had reached the mature stage of develop-

,
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Fig. 14. Time series of minimum sea level pressure (top, hPa)
for the 5 m s -I easterly flow experiments run with hurricane-ocean
coupling from the beginning (solid curve), without coupling (dashed
curve), and with the coupling beginning at 24 hours (dashed-dotted
curve). The maximum SST cooling (OC) is also plotted (bottom) for
the experiments with coupling from the beginning (solid line) and
with the hurricane-ocean coupling beginning at 24 hours (dashed-
dotted curve).
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systl~matic weakening of the tangential flow at all radii of the
stonn induced by the interaction with the ocean. Only a
small percentage of observed storms move with the slow
propagation speed simulated in the no basic flow case.
However, situatiol1ls in which the steering flow is weak
reprl:sent some of the most difficult cases in real track
prediction. In these situations this effect may prove impor-
tant to the accurate prediction of the storm track.

Although the experiments in this study were performed for
an idealized expenimental design and environment, they
reve.u some of the important effects that the ocean interac-
tion may have on thl~ behavior of actual tropical cyclones. In
real cases the sensitivity shown of the storm to the sea
surface cooling can be modulated by many other environ-
mental factors such as the large-scale flow and vertical
profiles of temperature or humidity. Some of these environ-
mental factors may iprohibit tropical cyclones from reaching
their maximum potential intensity [e.g., Emanuel, 1988].
Tuleya and Kurihara [1982] showed numerically that these
types of environmental conditions can also significantly alter
the st:nsitivity of tropical storm genesis to the SST. It is even
possible in some c;ases that the storm intensity will not
significantly change despite large changes in the SST. How-
ever, the numerica~ t:xperiments presented here indicate that
the supply of latent energy to the storm will be significantly
reduced in all cases in which cooling of the sea surface
occurs. The results presented here also demonstrate that the
SST decrease caused by the tropical cyclone-ocean coupling
introduces an additional important mechanism that can
reduce the maximum intensity of real tropical cyclones.

As the numerical models continue to improve, the effect of
ocean interaction will probably become an important factor
to consider for the successful forecast of tropical cyclone
behavior. Thus a bt~tlter understanding and evaluation of this
effect is desirable. Future plans include expansion of the
study of the effect of ocean interaction to some actual
obser'/ed cases. The present numerical experiments were
designed to simulate the effect of tropical cyclone-ocean
interal:tion in the det:p ocean. To study real data cases, the
adaptation of a primitive equation model that includes the
effect of bottom topography as well as detailed coastal~

Fig. 16. The 72-hour storm tracks for the experiments with no
basic flow (top) and with the 7.5 m s -I easterly flow (bottom) run

with (solid curve) and without (dashed curve) hurricane-ocean
coupling. The storm positions at 6-hour intervals are indicated by
circles (with coupling) or by triangles (without coupling).
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ment with a minimum sea level pressure of 955 hPa. The
purpose of this experiment was to determine the response
time of a mature tropical cyclone to the effect of the ocean
coupling. It was found that in contrast to previous numerical
studies with coarser resolutions and simpler experimental
designs the tropical cyclone immediately began to respond to
the effect of the ocean coupling reaching the same intensity
as the original coupled experiment within 12 hours. The final
intensity and equilibrium state of the tropical cyclone for this
case was found to be independent of the intensity of the
storm at the time the ocean interaction began. This result
will be useful in discussing the issue of initialization of ocean
conditions.

It was also shown that the hurricane-ocean coupling
significantly affected the track only for two of the cases with
slowly moving storms. For the 2.5 m s -I easterly basic flow

the storm turned slightly more to the north after 36 hours and
was located about 45 km to the north of the control case by
72 hours. The impact on the storm track was largest for the
no basic flow case as the storm turned gradually more to the
north and to the east by the end of the second day and was
finally located over 70 km to the east-southeast of the control
case by 72 hours. A possible explanation for this track
deviation was the altering of the beta gyre related to a
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Fig. 17. The distribution of the circular averaged tangential
wind at 72 hours for model level 14 (u = 0,85) for the no basic flow
experiments run with hurricane-ocean coupling (solid curve) and
without coupling (dashed-dotted curve),
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geography is presently being considered. Analysis of these
observed cases will be necessary in order to clarify the role
of the tropical cyclone-ocean interaction in the real atmo-
sphere and ocean.

(h,v,),! + V. (v,h.v,:1 + I ~~)k X h.v\
a

PI + T, + w~v2' (4)
Po

(h2v2)/ + V. (v2h2v2:1 + ~~)k X h2v2
a

P2 -WeV2' (5)=-
Po

(h;v;), + V. (v;h;v;)

+
"/ tan 6) 1

k x h.v. = --p. (6)a I I I

Po

(i = 3, N)

where Ts is the wind stress vector, a is the radius of the
Earth, 6 is the latitud,e, Po is the mean value of density, Pi is
the gradient of prf:ssure integrated over the i layer and
defined as

PI = ghl[PIV~s + VPa + ~ h\Vp\] (7)

i-I
Pi = ghi[piV~s + VPa + (pi -p.)Vh. + L (pi -Pj)Vhj

j=2

+ ~ (pj+\ -pj)Vhj + h.VPI + i h2VpJ (8)

(i = 2, N)

where pi = 1/2 (Pi-ll + Pi), g is the acceleration of gravity,
Po is the sea level atmospheric pressure. The sea surface
displal:ement ~s is de:termined by

N

t's=H-Lh;
'=1

(9)

where H is the mean ocean depth.
The model dynamics involves fast-propagating barotropic

gravit~{ waves. In the present study, for computational
efficiel:lcy and also since the response of the deep ocean to
hurricane forcing is primarily baroclinic [Geisler, 1970], we
remove the above fast mode by using a reduced gravity
appro:~imation. Nalmely, we assume that the lowest model
layer is at rest and inlfinitely deep. This requires vanishing of
the pressure gradient for h N -+ 00 in the relation (8). The
resulting equation to determine the gradient of the sea
surface elevation is ~:iven by

ApPENDIX

The ocean model used is formulated with the Boussinesq
and hydrostatic approximations. The coordinate origin is
located at the undisturbed sea surface with the vertical
coordinate directed downward. The model is simplified by
excluding the effect of horizontal diffusion and assuming
constant salinity. A layered model is subject to kinematic
and dynamic conditions at the boundaries and the layer
interfaces. In the present model the turbulent momentum
and the heat fluxes at the free surface are equal to the surface
wind stress and total (latent and sensible) heat flux into the
atmosphere, and pressure is equal to sea level atmospheric
pressure. At the interface, between the mixed layer and the
thermocline, the exchanges of mass, heat, and momentum
take place through turbulent mixing which produces the
entrainment. An important aspect of this exchange process
is the energetics of the mixed layer and the radiation of
turbulent energy into the thermocline. It is indicated from
some theoretical and laboratory analyses (a recent review is
given by Fernando [1991]) that the bulk of the energy fed
into the mixed layer is trapped by the interfacial layer
beneath the mixed layer. This energy is dissipated by wave
breaking, and only an insignificant part of the energy is
radiated to the thermocline. Accordingly, in the present
model we assume that the turbulence caused by hurricane
forcing is confined within the mixed layer above the discon-
tinuity surface which is regarded as an infinitely thin inter-
facial layer. The turbulence in the mixed layer induces
entrainment of mass, momentum, and heat across the bot-
tom of the mixed layer. Consequently, the temperature
change immediately below the mixed layer may result from
entrainment. Since heat does not penetrate farther down in
the model, the temperature of the layer interfaces within the
thermocline and deep water remain unchanged. The poten-
tial role of bottom friction on the hurricane-generated cur-
rents is not considered in the present study. Accordingly, we
limit our interest to the regions of the outer continental shelf
and deep ocean.

The prognostic variables are the layer thicknesses hi,
horizontal current velocity in each layer Vi' (i = I, N where
N is the number of model layers), mixed layer temperature
(sea surface temperature) T I' and temperature at the top of
the thermocline T 2' Their time changes are governed by the
equations of continuity, momentum, and heat balance, re-
spectively, with the kinematic and dynamic conditions taken
into account. In addition, the equation of state is used to
relate the density to temperature.

The equations for the layer thicknesses are

(1)hIt + V' (h,vl) = We N-I

[VPa + (PN -PI)Vh\ + L (P'N -pj)Vhj
j=2

-Vt's = --
(2)h2t + V. (h2vV = -We

PN

hj,+V.(hjv;)=O (i=3,N) (3)

where the subscript t means time derivative and We is the
rate of entrainment into the mixed layer.

The momentum equations are written as

+ h.Vp. + i h2VpJ. (10)

The equations fclr temperature at the mixed layer and at
the top of the therm'Dcline may be conveniently written as
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(hI01), + V. (vlhI0,) = Hs + w.02. (II)

(h202), + V. (v2h202) = -2wt02. (12)

where 0. = T. -T3' O2 = T2 -T3' T3 is the unchanged
temperature at the base of the second layer; B s is the net
heat flux at the sea surface divided by pcp'

To close the system of equations, we determine the rate of
entrainment w ~ with the use of a scheme developed by
Deardorff [1983]. In his scheme, three mechanisms of tur-
bulent kinetic energy production in the mixed layer are taken
into consideration, i.e., production by near-surface wind-
driven shear, by velocity shear at the base of the mixed
layer, and by convection due to the surface buoyancy fluxes.
Scale velocities characterizing these mechanisms are u. =
~(friction velocity), c5v = v. -V2 (velocity jump across
the mixed layer base), and w. = (-aghIBs)1/3 (free-
convection velocity associated with the buoyancy flux; a is
the thermal expansion coefficient), respectively. In addition,
the velocity scale related to the temperature jump (c5T = T I
-T2)isexpressedbyc; = (agh.c5T)./2.Thentheratiow~
against u. (or c5v, w.) can be expressed in terms of nondi-
mensional parameters RiT = crlu;, Riv = crl(c5v)2, and
Ri. = crlw;. Specifically, the following formula is derived
from Deardorff's parameterization:

(w ) (Ri ) 1/2 -!. --!! = {[0.1 -0.06 exp (-4Riq)]

u. RI,
.[RiqlF h]3/2[(Ri.) -3/2 + F7jRi;3/2] -0.14}/{1.2 + 0.3Riq

-0.3[1 -0.93 exp (-0.35Ri~/2)]RiqRi;.Fhl} (13)

where F = 1.8[1 -2-1/2flvllh1u.-2j and Fh = (I +
1,9Riq)-b,4; Riq is a nondimensional parameter based on
the velocity scale involving the turbulent kinetic energy.
Following Deardorff. we combine (13) with an empirically
obtained formula

(~)(~) 1/2

u. RI,.

{0.66 -0.52Riq if Riq S 0.52
= 0.28Ri;I,34 -exp (-5(Riq -0.52» if Riq > 0.52

(14)

and solve these equations for We and Ri q' using the iterative
method described in the appendix of Deardorff [1983].

The model equations are time integrated numerically on a
staggered Arakawa B grid in an open ocean domain. The
normal component of the current velocity is set to zero at the
domain boundary. To reduce the influence of the boundaries
on the solution, the domain size is chosen much larger than
the area of hurricane forcing. In addition, we apply a
Newtonian damping method to the six-grid-point zone near
the boundaries [Kurihara and Bender, 1980]. The time
integration proceeds with a splitting method developed by
Marchuk [1982], the absolutely stable Crank-Nicolson
scheme is used for the advection terms, and the scheme of
"natural filter" for the adaptation terms. Ginis and Sutyrin
[1993] show how the splitting method can be effectively
applied for solving the nonlinear layered model equations.
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